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,e novel coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic is intensifying all over the world, but some countries, including China, have
developed extensive and successful experience in controlling this pandemic. In this context, some questions arise naturally: What
can countries caught up in the epidemic learn from China’s experience? In regions where the outbreak is under control, what
would lead to a resurgence of the epidemic? To address these issues, we investigate China’s experience in anticontagion in-
terventions and reopening process, focusing on the coevolution of epidemic and awareness during COVID-19 outbreak.,rough
an empirical analysis based on large-scale data and simulation based on a metapopulation and multilayer network model, we
ascertain the impact of human movements and awareness diffusion on the epidemic, elucidate the inherent patterns and effective
interventions of different epidemic prevention methods, and highlight the crunch time of each measure. ,e results are also
employed to analyze COVID-19 evolution in other countries so as to find unified rules in complex situations around the world and
provide advice on anticontagion and reopening policies. Our findings explain some key mechanisms of epidemic prevention and
may help the epidemic analysis and decision-making in various countries suffering from COVID-19.

1. Introduction

Catching the world by surprise, the novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) pandemic has hit over 210 countries and
regions, affected more than seven billion people on the
planet, and claimed over 480,000 precious lives [1].
Countries around the globe are experiencing different
stages of the epidemic; e.g., the ongoing pandemic in Italy
is almost under control, while Brazil is going through an
outbreak [2, 3]. As one of the earliest countries challenged
by COVID-19, China effectively mitigated the spread of
this novel disease, shortened the duration of new cases
increasing precipitously, and took appropriate action to
promote economic recovery while ensuring the epidemic
curve leveling off [4, 5]. In the battle against COVID-19,
China has built much experience, from lockdown re-
strictions to awareness reminders, from anticontagion
policies to reopening measures [6–8]. However, three

months after the epidemic was stably controlled in China,
new cases in Beijing grew significantly again in mid-June.
In this context, some questions arise naturally: Why
could China be successful in stopping the pandemic?
What led to the recent resurgence of the epidemic in
Beijing?

A team organized by the World Health Organization
(WHO) gives an unequivocal report of the pandemic in
China, suggesting that China’s bold approach has changed
the course of a rapidly escalating and deadly epidemic and
hopes China’s successes will encourage other countries to act
[9,10]. To discuss the experience of China and the relevance
between policies in various countries, we investigate the
impact of some epidemic factors. We highlight the key
regions and crunch time, discuss the patterns and effective
measures of the outbreak, and provide advice based on
China’s experience, which may benefit some parts of the
world suffering from COVID-19.
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To analyze COVID-19, some research builds epidemic
models to simulate its spread between individuals [11–13]
or utilizes statistical and econometric methods to em-
pirically evaluate the impact of policies on the growth rate
of infections [14, 15]. However, previous works neglected
the coupling effect between multiple spreading processes
in the epidemic. Actually, in complex social systems,
diffusion usually does not occur independently but is
coupled with each other and evolves together [16–18]. In
the case of COVID-19, as the virus spreads among the
crowd, information about precautionary measures also
circulates simultaneously. ,ese spreading processes
affect each other and will both be promoted when the
state goes back to work from antiepidemic status.
,erefore, it is necessary to understand the interaction of
multiple dynamic processes and provide comprehensive
solutions for both epidemic prevention and economic
recovery.

,is work focuses on the coevolution of epidemic
spreading and awareness diffusion, taking into account the
heterogeneous population mobility, imported cases, and
other practical factors. It makes empirical analysis and
develops a metapopulation and multilayer network model
that leverages lots of real-time mobility and case data. We
find evidence of the critical time point for each anti-
contagion method, e.g., movement restriction and
awareness reminder. We also summarize effective inter-
ventions that have been proved to achieve large and
beneficial health outcomes in China. ,ese findings may
benefit the epidemic analysis and decision-making in the
rest part of the world. ,e rest of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we introduce the data resources and
interpret our network model and its operating mechanism.
In Section 3, we elucidate the results based on simulation
and empirical analysis. More discussion can be found in
Section 4.

2. Data and Model

2.1. Data Description. We carry out the research with large
amounts of fine-grained real data, including (i) the regis-
tered population and resident population of each prefecture-
level administrative area, extracted from the 2019 statistical
yearbook of each province in China (http://www.stats.gov.
cn/tjsj/); (ii) the passenger volume carried by modes of
transportation, i.e., waterway, highway, railway, and civil
aviation, obtained from the statistics released by theMinistry
of Transport (http://www.mot.gov.cn/); (iii) the population
migration index, migration destination, and local travel
intensity of each prefecture-level administrative area,
coming from the Baidu Migration (https://qianxi.baidu.
com/2020/); (iv) the cumulative number of confirmed
cases and the number of imported cases, derived from the
Health Commissions (http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/xxgzbd/
gzbd_index.shtml); (v) measures and timing of epidemic
prevention and reopening policy on a country-by-country
basis. ,ese data are used in simulation and verification, as
well as empirical analysis.

2.2. Model. Epidemic models aim to depict the spread of
diseases among people, which can be divided into SIS, SIR,
SEIR, and other models according to the characteristics of
the epidemic [19–23]. ,e outbreak of COVID-19 in China
has the following properties:

(i) Virus carriers have an incubation period of up to
two weeks

(ii) At the early stage of the epidemic, the population
movement within and between regions amplified
localized outbreaks of disease into widespread ep-
idemics, whereas in the latter stage, the new cases
increasing mainly results from the imported cases

(iii) In the process of epidemic prevention, there is a
continuous and high-intensity reminder of self-
protection awareness and knowledge

,e above factors also play an important role in the
COVID-19 outbreak in various countries.

Based on these facts, we develop an aggregate model to
reproduce the COVID-19 outbreak, which combines a
metapopulation network and two-layer coupling networks
(Figure 1). ,is model includes multiple practical factors,
i.e., heterogeneous human movements, disease spreading,
awareness diffusion, and case importation from abroad. We
first establish a metapopulation network to describe the
human migration between regions [24–26]. ,e network
includes 345 nodes, i.e., 345 subpopulations, and each node
represents a prefecture-level administrative unit in China
(Figure 1(a)). ,e edges depict the individual diffusion
between administrative units, and the weights of edges are
described by the volume of real population movements
between regions at high resolution. Hence, this network
draws macroscenarios of the spatiotemporal distribution of
COVID-19 in China.

Secondly, a two-layer coupling network is built for each
subpopulation to portray the coevolution of epidemic and
awareness within each city (Figure 1(b)), where nodes repre-
sent individuals [17, 27, 28]. ,e virtual contact layer describes
the awareness diffusion based on the UAU model, and each
node in this layer has two possible states: Unaware (U), rep-
resenting that the individual has no self-protection awareness
due to objective or subjective reasons, and Aware (A), referring
to individuals with awareness of protecting themselves from
this disease [29]. By contrast, the real contact layer supports the
epidemic spreading, where each node may be one of the
following four states: Susceptible (S), Exposed (E), Infected (I),
or Removed (R) according to the classic SEIR model [30].
,ere is a one-to-one correspondence of nodes between the
two layers.,e real state of each node is the combined result, so
the coupling network consists of up to seven kinds of nodes
Zi � [USi, UEi, URi, ASi, AEi, AIi, ARi], e.g., aware infected
node (AI) and unaware susceptible node (US). Here, we
consider that once an individual becomes infected, he or she
will not ignore this disease anymore, which indicates the ab-
sence of UI state [31]. Edges in the virtual contact layer rep-
resent conscious interactions caused by online or offline
communication between individuals, while edges in the real
contact layer represent infections caused by actual contact
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between individuals. ,e coupling effect is reflected by the
awareness-dependent exposure probability, which means that
aware people (βA) are less likely than unaware people (βU) to be
exposed to dangerous infectious environments, i.e.,
βA � c∗ βU(c< 1).

Based on the model described above, the simulation
experiments run as follows [25], with each round of evo-
lution including two steps:

(1) In the first stage, we count the individual diffusion
between subpopulations and the overseas imports.
,en, we update the total population and proportion
of individuals in each state for every subpopulation;
e.g., the total number of residents in the ith sub-
population at (t + 1)th time step is
Zi(t + 1) � Zi(t) + ΔZi(t).

(2) In the second stage, epidemic and awareness evolve
together within subpopulations. We first calculate
the effective exposure rate as follows:

βeff
i (t) � inRate∗ β∗

N
AI
i (t)

Zi(t)
, (1)

where inRate is the local travel intensity within regions, β is
the basic exposure rate, and NAI

i (t) and Zi(t) are the
number of infected (AI) and total population in the ith

subpopulation at tth time step, respectively. ,erefore,
inRate∗ (NAI

i (t)/Zi(t)) indicates an individual’s possible
exposure to infected individuals. Given that β is the exposed
probability of an individual in a single contact with the
infected population, βeff
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where λ is the awareness diffusion rate, δ is the awareness
forgetting rate, α is the infection rate, μ is the removal rate,
and η is the reinfection rate. ,ese probabilities can be
utilized to calculate the population of each state in the ith

subpopulation at the (t + 1)th time step.

3. Results

3.1. Epidemic Simulation. By employing our model to
simulate the outbreak, we reproduced the spread of COVID-
19 in China from January 24th (i.e., the Chinese New Year’s
Eve) to mid-April. ,e parameter set, which makes the
simulation result closest to the real final cumulative number
of cases, is selected, such that the epidemic is therefore
explained well by the simulation. We extract the difference
between the simulation results and real data of each province
(except Hong Kong, Macao, and Taiwan) for further analysis
(Figure 2(a)).

,ese differences suggest a segregation effect since the
results in eastern and southwestern China differ signifi-
cantly. Hence, we map the data to the real geographic lo-
cation (Figure 2(b)). According to the map, we take the
antiepidemic achievements of some municipalities as the
benchmark, i.e., Beijing, Tianjin, and Shanghai. It is found

that the severity of the epidemic in the central region and
east coast, as well as the Heilongjiang province, is relatively
high (the red region in Figure 2(b), representing the places
where the simulation results are lower than the real data).
Nevertheless, the severity of the epidemic in the southwest
region is relatively low (the blue region in Figure 2(b),
representing the places where the simulation results are
higher than the real data).

To some extent, this phenomenon indicates that the
spread of COVID-19 is lower than expected in southwest
China while higher in central and eastern China. ,is might
be due to multiple reasons. On the one hand, given the low
population density in the western and southern regions, the
epidemic spreading is relatively difficult; on the other hand,
regions with frequent overseas trade and population
transfer, e.g., the east coast andHeilongjiang, are particularly
affected by the international outbreak.

3.2. Key Factors Analysis. In the model setup, we consider
the impact of human movement (including population
mobility within cities and the population migration between
cities) and awareness diffusion on the epidemic. ,e Baidu
Migration website provides population mobility indexes to
show the volume of population movement, and the
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comparison of these indexes indicates the change of pop-
ulation flow in different regions or periods. We adjust these
key factors and try to understand how these factors affect
epidemic prevention. To be specific, we make the following
adjustments to the three factors: (1) global adjustment for all
regions and periods; (2) local adjustment, especially ad-
justments in Hubei province; (3) temporal adjustment in the
early, middle, and later periods.

3.2.1. Data Analysis and Impact of Factors

(1) Factor One: Population Mobility within Cities. First,
comparing real-time mobility data on a year-by-year basis
can illustrate how the population mobility within each city
is controlled. ,e data suggest that the average population
mobility within cities was limited to 81.3% of the same
period last year. ,ere is a power-law exponent of around
0.96 between the 2020 and 2019 population mobility in-
dexes. Regions with significantly strong restrictions include
Hubei and Xinjiang provinces, which were controlled at
around 58.8% (Figure 3(a)). Next, we adjust the actual
population mobility data in China from the above three
aspects: global control, local control in Hubei province, and
temporal control (Figure 3(b)). Results indicate that global
control causes the most dramatic changes in the epidemic,
followed by the control in Hubei. Both of these controls
lead to an exponential change in the cumulative cases. It
can be found that the population movement control within
Hubei, the worst-hit area in China, can produce an im-
portant effect on the evolution of COVID-19.

(2) Factor Two: Population Migration between Cities. Sim-
ilarly, we identify that the average population migration

between cities was limited to 60.6% of the same period last
year. ,e power-law exponent between the 2020 and 2019
population migration indexes is about 0.91. Beijing, Hong
Kong, and Hubei provinces imposed strict restrictions,
limiting the migration to between 22.2% and 45.4%
(Figure 3(c)). ,is evidence elucidates that regional gov-
ernments have taken much tougher measures to control the
migration between cities than mobility within cities. Results
also show that the control at the early stage has a comparable
influence on the epidemic with the global control
(Figure 3(d)). ,is phenomenon underlines the necessity
and effectiveness of early intervention in the management of
population migration between cities.

(3) Factor 9ree: Awareness Diffusion. We study three model
parameters related to self-protection awareness, i.e., the rate of
awareness diffusion, the rate of awareness forgetting, and the
proportion of awareness in the initial configuration. ,e ex-
perimental results suggest that adjusting the awareness diffusion
rate makes the greatest impact on the epidemic, compared with
the other two (Figure 3(e)). It can be judged by the parameter
value that self-protection awareness has been widely spread
during the COVID-19 outbreak in China. ,e awareness dif-
fusion rate is selected as the main variable for controlling the
awareness spreading. We find that the earlier we take action, the
more remarkable the change in the epidemic will be
(Figure 3(f)).,is phenomenon also applies to the previous two
factors. ,e result of awareness ascertains the important role
played by self-protection awareness, which is created by publicity
and information dissemination, in thewar against the pandemic.

(4) Comparison of Factors. We further make a comparative
analysis of the above three factors. On the basis of China’s
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practical measures, it brings about the most dramatic change
in the epidemic to adjust the population mobility with cities,
followed by awareness spreading and population migration
between cities (Figures 3(b)–3(f)).

On the one hand, the results confirm the lockdown
restrictions between regions in China. Actually, China at-
tached great importance to avoiding the hidden risk of the
epidemic transferring among cities and strictly confined the
human movement between cities. ,erefore, the reopening
policy began within cities, and college students were pro-
hibited from returning to school to avoid mass migration
across regions. On the other hand, the results emphasize the
importance of controlling population mobility within cities
and anticontagion awareness. ,e human activities within
each region in China were limited by mandatory stay-at-
home order, closure of physical business premises, and
cancellation of nonessential gatherings. China also con-
ducted anticontagion publicity through various channels,
e.g., mainstream media, We media, and slogans, to improve
the awareness of self-protection and knowledge of residents.

We also study the effect of factor adjustment in key
areas, i.e., Hubei province in this case, which is the worst-
hit area in China. Results show that the population
mobility within Hubei leads to greater changes in the
epidemic than population migration from this province
(Figure 4(a)). ,is indicates that there was room for
improving the human movement control within Hubei,
whereas the population outflow from Hubei has been fully
restricted, which is confirmed by actual data (Figure 4(b)).
,erefore, it is reasonable to believe that if the population
movement in Hubei is more strictly confined during the
outbreak, the epidemic in China will be more effectively
mitigated.

On the whole, we adjust the three key factors by global,
local, and temporal adjustments. Results show the crucial

influence of these factors on the epidemic. Although many
people emphasize the travel restriction between regions,
equal attention should be given to population mobility
control within each region and awareness reminders for the
residents. We highlight the importance of measures in
Hubei, especially controlling the population mobility within
this region, and evaluate the epidemic prevention in Hubei
through empirical analysis. We also find that early inter-
ventions always do more with less for each factor. Hence, we
next conduct more analysis to discover how measures in
different stages affect the epidemic and what effective
measures and crunch time exist.

3.2.2. Anticontagion and Reopening Policies. In the light of
the above findings, we further examine the three factors in
detail to discuss specific crunch time and effective measures.
We focus on the impacts of them on the epidemic at different
periods and for different goals, i.e., epidemic prevention and
economic recovery. Since we regard each week as a period,
the simulation duration from late January to mid-April is
divided into 11 periods. ,e results reveal that the control of
each factor has a critical time point. If we do not take the
crunch time seriously, it is highly likely that a large-scale
outbreak of pandemic will occur.

(1) Factor One: Population Mobility within Cities. We first
simulate the reopening timetable by implementing the re-
sumption policy from a certain period in turn. It is shown
that if work resumes within cities earlier than the fifth week
when the new cases almost decay to zero, the previous
anticontagion achievements will be offset, leading to an
outbreak (Figure 5(a)). Actually, China went back to work
from around February 23th, which is just in the fifth week.
,is timing was exactly consistent with the simulation result.
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,erefore, the reopening within cities of China is reasonable
and has effectively promoted economic recovery and epi-
demic prevention. Next, the epidemic prevention timetable
shows the results of restricting human mobility within cities
from a certain period in turn. We find the critical time
appears in the fourth week, and if the population mobility
restriction misses this time point, the intervention will have
little effect (Figure 5(a)).

In addition, we investigate the impact of stricter preven-
tion, which means taking tougher control measures on human
movement within cities than the actual policy from a certain
period in turn. As a result, only the strict restriction started
within the first three weeks is efficient at slowing the growth
substantially (Figure 5(a)). If we aim to reduce the final cu-
mulative confirmed cases in China to less than half of the real
data (i.e., less than 40,000) by controlling the population
mobility within cities, the action should be taken in the first two
weeks, i.e., limiting it to 76% of the current control level from
the first week, or 64% from the second week (Figure 5(b)).

(2) Factor Two: Population Migration between Cities. ,e
analysis of migration between cities is conducted in the same
way as above. We find that the critical time points of
deploying and lifting the migration restrictions between
cities are the third and second week, respectively
(Figure 5(c)). It means that we should take action to restrict
the migration across regions at least before the explosive
growth of new cases and restart it after the new cases drop to
half the peak. Since these time points are earlier than the
previous factor, it again supports the conclusion that we
should pay more attention to the early control of migration
between cities. Results also reveal that the stricter restriction
on migration across regions should start from the first week
to effectively mitigate the outbreak (Figure 5(c)). However,
the unprecedented migration confined in China is almost
sufficiently strict. ,erefore, if only tightening it further, the
final cumulative confirmed cases will not be cut by half
(Figure 5(d)).

(3) Factor 9ree: Awareness Diffusion. Similarly, the ex-
periments on awareness show that we should start an
awareness reminder no later than the third week and wait
until at least the fourth week before proceeding to relax the
publicity of anticontagion awareness (Figure 5(e)). It reveals
that we should always value the awareness reminder at least
until the new cases decline to near zero. If we try to limit the
epidemic more efficiently, more efforts need to be put into
publicizing awareness for the first three weeks. By contrast,
the decline of the epidemic caused by the awareness re-
minder is weaker than its increase, which means that the
self-protection awareness of Chinese residents is relatively
strong. On this basis, it is not achievable to bring the cu-
mulative cases below 40,000 by only controlling awareness
spreading (Figure 5(f)).

(4) Summary of Comparison. In general, population mobility
within cities, migration between cities, and awareness dif-
fusion are proven to be key epidemic factors. Taking ap-
propriate measures from these aspects at the right time can
effectively control the pandemic (Figures 5(a)–5(e)). ,e
controlling of these factors changes the course of a rapidly
escalating and deadly epidemic, and the crunch time for
epidemic prevention is discussed above. We also obtain
consistent evidence that countries should reopen at least
after the new case drops to half the peak.

However, once a state reopens, these human activity and
awareness factors may lead to a resurgence of the epidemic at
any time. ,e sudden resurgence of COVID-19 in Beijing in
mid-June has refocused attention on epidemic prevention
and control. In the previous three months, the country
gradually resumed work and classes, and large-scale gath-
erings and movements occurred again. ,e anticontagion
awareness reminder to the public also slackened. As a result,
these conditions provide an opportunity for the epidemic to
spread. Fortunately, Beijing immediately stopped resuming
work, restricted population movement, updated the public
on the epidemic information, and conducted a large number
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Figure 4: Comparison between the impacts of different controls in Hubei province. Subfigure (a) provides the simulation results of
controlling the population mobility within Hubei (blue line) and migration from Hubei (red line) on a practical basis, with scaling ratios
ranging from 0.1 to 2.0. In subfigure (b), the blue and red dots represent the real control level of population mobility within Hubei and
migration fromHubei, respectively, which is calculated as dividing the 2019 average index by the 2020 average index of the same period.,e
real data identifies the much more strict restriction on population migration from Hubei than mobility within Hubei, which is consistent
with the simulation results. (a) ,e simulation results of Hubei province. (b) Real data of Hubei province.
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Figure 5: Timetable for the work resumption, epidemic prevention, and strict restrictions. (a) records the simulated cumulative
confirmed cases, when the state goes back to work within each city (blue bar), restricts the population mobility within cities (grey bar),
and takes tougher control measures on mobility within cities (red bar) since different periods. (c) shows the results of controlling the
population migration between cities in the same way. ,e blue, grey, and red bars in (e) demonstrate neglecting, starting, and
emphasizing the awareness reminder, respectively. To cut the final cumulative confirmed cases by half, (b) shows the critical limiting
ratio of population mobility within cities. ,e partial enlarged view in (b) documents the cumulative cases when this factor is adjusted
to 1% of the true level, which shows that the goal cannot be achieved in the third week or beyond. Since the goal to cut cumulative cases
by half also cannot be achieved by only controlling the other two factors, i.e., the population migration between cities and awareness
diffusion, (d) and (f ) document the impact of limiting them to 1% and 10% of the true level. (a) Timeline for population mobility
management. (b) Timeline for population migration management. (c) Timetable for awareness diffusion. (d) Critical value of
population mobility management. (e) Critical value of population migration management. (f ) Critical value of awareness diffusion.
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of viral tests, which quickly curbs the growth of coronavirus
cases.

3.3. Experience of China and Reality of Various Countries.
On the basis of the above analysis, we summarize the
characteristics and experience of China in epidemic pre-
vention and economic recovery:

(1) ,e epidemic prevention started at the initial
stage of the outbreak when new cases just began to
increase exponentially. ,e key measures in-
cluded restrictions on population mobility within
cities, restrictions on population migration be-
tween cities, and publicity of anticontagion
awareness.

(2) ,e reopening policy was implemented when the
pandemic almost was under control, i.e., new cases
decreased almost to zero. ,e resumption of work
started within cities and then extended to human
movements across cities.

(3) Large-scale new cases in China lasted about one
month.

,e war against COVID-19 of China has gained re-
markable achievements. Based on China’s experience in the
epidemic prevention and reopening process, we analyze the
epidemic policies in various countries, where we focus on
the deploying and lifting of restrictions on population
movement. ,e results are presented in Figure 6, and the
main findings are listed as follows:

(1) Some Asian countries, e.g., Japan and South Korea
[32, 33], also started anticontagion measures at the
beginning of the outbreak and resumed work when
the epidemic is under stable control (Figure 6(a)).
,e outbreak was short-lived in these countries.

(2) In some European countries, e.g., the United
Kingdom, Italy, and Germany [34, 35], the epidemic
prevention started relatively late, with a time lag of
about two weeks from the initial outbreak, and the
reopening measures took effect when the epidemic
was initially under control (Figure 6(b)). For ex-
ample, in the early stages of the pandemic, the UK
adopted loose anticontagion measures, delayed
lockdown restrictions, and the self-protection
awareness of the residents was weak. ,ese led to an
insufficient implementation of the government’s
recommendations, such as keeping a social distance,
which made the outbreak last longer.

(3) In the American countries, e.g., the United States and
Canada [36, 37], anticontagion policies were put
forward in the early stage of the outbreak, but the
practical measures were not strict enough. ,e
countries got back to work when the outbreak was
still in progress. Hence the epidemic lasted for a long
time (Figure 6(c)). For instance, in the early days of

epidemic prevention in the United States, effective
measures such as wearing masks were not empha-
sized enough by the government and many residents
ignored personal protection, resulting in the ex-
plosive growth of coronavirus cases. In addition,
many states began to lift social distancing measures
and organize resumption of production even before
the new cases showed a clear downward trend, and
due to social causes, large-scale protest marches
broke out in many parts of the United States. As a
result, rather than being restricted, the population
movement has become more active. ,ese complex
conditions make it difficult for the US epidemic to be
effectively controlled.

Some other countries around the world now are still in
epidemic growth, e.g., India, Russia, Mexico, and Brazil [38].
,ese countries began to prevent the epidemic early, but due
to economic pressure and the world environment, they
began to resume work during the explosive growth.
,erefore, there is a risk of sustained large-scale outbreaks in
these countries.

4. Discussion

,is work investigates the coevolution of the epidemic
spreading and awareness diffusion during the COVID-19
outbreak. It develops a network model with large-scale real
data of heterogeneous human movements and imported
cases to simulate the epidemic.We focus on three key factors
of the epidemic, i.e., population mobility within regions,
population migration between regions, and awareness dif-
fusion, examining their effective measures and crunch time
separately. Results elucidate the important role played by
these factors in epidemic prevention and ascertain the
impact of measures taken in Hubei on the national outbreak.
We also highlight the critical time points for each anti-
contagion measure.

,e experience of China is employed to analyze COVID-
19 in other parts of the globe, to find unified rules in 275
complex situations around the world and give advice on
epidemic prevention.,e advice includes avoiding gathering
and lack of self-protection awareness; strongly preventing
the coronavirus from spreading within key regions or be-
yond; attaching importance to the crunch time, to eliminate
risks at the source, and keeping the pandemic from recurring
caused by reopening measures. Our findings explain some
key mechanisms of epidemic prevention and contribute to
the decision-making in various countries suffering from
COVID-19.

We attempt to discuss the impact of awareness diffusion
on the COVID-19 pandemic in this paper. Since awareness
plays an important role in controlling epidemic spreading,
many related issues are worth studying. We hope that this
paper will inspire more work on the relationship between the
epidemic and awareness and encourage more countries to
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build residents’ awareness of epidemic prevention in the
battle against COVID-19.

Data Availability

,e data source is described within the manuscript. ,e data
supporting our results can be found in the official government
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qianxi.baidu.com/2020/, and http://www.nhc.gov.cn/xcs/
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